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Abstract

The problem of construction of ladder operators for rationally extended quantum harmonic
oscillator (REQHO) systems of a general form is investigated in the light of existence of dif-
ferent schemes of the Darboux-Crum-Krein-Adler transformations by which such systems can
be generated from the quantum harmonic oscillator. Any REQHO system is characterized by
the number of separated states in its spectrum, the number of ‘valence bands’ in which the
separated states are organized, and by the total number of the missing energy levels and their
position. All these peculiarities of a REQHO system are shown to be detected and reflected
by a trinity (A±, B±, C±) of the basic (primary) lowering and raising ladder operators related
between themselves by certain algebraic identities with coefficients polynomially-dependent on
the Hamiltonian. We show that all the secondary, higher-order ladder operators are obtainable
by a composition of the basic ladder operators of the trinity which form the set of the spectrum-
generating operators. Each trinity, in turn, can be constructed from the intertwining operators
of the two complementary minimal schemes of the Darboux-Crum-Krein-Adler transformations.

1 Introduction

There are two basic exactly solvable quantum mechanical systems which reveal themselves directly
or indirectly in association with other systems and play a fundamental role in many physical theories
and applications. One of them is a free particle characterized by a continuous spectrum. The other
one is a harmonic oscillator with its infinite equidistant discrete spectrum of the bound states.

Free particle is essential, in particular, for understanding the properties of the soliton solutions
in integrable systems. Quantum reflectionless potentials represent a snapshot of soliton solutions
to the classical KdV equation. Initially, reflectionless potentials were obtained with the help of
the method of the inverse scattering transform in solving the problem of theoretical construction
of a solid dielectric medium that is perfectly transparent to electromagnetic radiation [1]. This
important class of the systems can also be generated from the quantum free particle by means
of Darboux transformations (DTs) and their generalization in the form of Darboux-Crum trans-
formations (DCTs) [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Notice here that reflectionless systems appear for
instance in the Gross-Neveu model [11] in the context of the hadron physics [12] and the physics of
conducting polymers [13]. Any quantum reflectionless system with n bound states in its spectrum
is characterized by the presence of a nontrivial Lax-Novikov integral that is a differential operator
of order 2n + 1 having a structure of a Darboux-dressed momentum operator of the free particle
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system. It is this integral of motion that distinguishes the states in the doubly degenerate continu-
ous part of the spectrum of a reflectionless system and detects all the non-degenerate bound states
as well as a state at the very edge of the continuous part of the spectrum by annihilating them
[14, 15]. It is the same operator that plays a fundamental role in the theory of nonlinear integrable
systems [16, 17]. The peculiarity of reflectionless systems also reveals itself in the nature of the
quantum mechanical supersymmetry associated with them. Instead of a usual linear or non-linear
N = 2 supersymmetric structure which appears in an extended system composed from a pair of
quantum mechanical systems related by a DT or DCT, the extended system composed from a pair
of reflectionless systems is described by the exotic nonlinear N = 4 supersymmetry generated by
two pairs of supercharges alongside with the two bosonic integrals of motion constructed from the
Lax-Novikov integrals of the subsystems [15, 18]. The appearance of the exotic nonlinear supersym-
metric structure associated with reflectionless systems is traced to the fact that any reflectionless
Schrödinger system can be related to a free particle system not only by one but by two different
DCTs due to the presence of the momentum operator in the quantum free particle system in the
form of its integral of motion 1.

Some time ago, there has been discovered a new very broad class of exactly solvable systems
which represent certain rational extensions of the quantum harmonic oscillator [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. The eigenstates of rationally extended quantum harmonic oscillator (REQHO)
systems are given in terms of exceptional Hermite polynomials, and can be obtained from the
quantum harmonic oscillator (QHO) system by an appropriate DCT, or its further generalization
in the form of the Darboux-Crum-Krein-Adler transformation [21, 31, 32] 2. In what follows we
shall refer to any generalized Darboux transformation of the QHO with intertwining operators to
be higher order differential operators as the Darboux-Crum-Krein-Adler transformation (DCKAT).
Instead of a continuous spectrum of the free particle, the QHO is characterized by an infinite
discrete spectrum of bound states. In spite of such a radical difference, the QHO is also a very
peculiar system because its discrete spectrum is equidistant. As a consequence, instead of the
Hermitian momentum operator integral that encodes reflectionless nature of the free particle, the
QHO possesses a pair of Hermitian conjugate ladder operators which are spectrum-generating
operators. Similarly to the relation between reflectionless and free particle systems, a given REQHO
system can be obtained from the QHO by different DCKATs. Then one can expect by analogy
with the pairs of reflectionless systems related by DCTs and the exotic supersymmetric structure
associated with them that the REQHO systems should be characterized by some special properties.
Particularly, it seems to be natural to expect the appearance of peculiarities related to the ladder
operators for such a family of quantum systems.

It is worth to mention here that finite-gap systems, a limit case of which corresponds to re-
flectionless systems, and the QHO are generated by the periodic Darboux chains [42]. The last
construction also produces Painlevé equations [42, 43, 44], that are intimately related with isomon-
odromic deformations of linear systems and integrability properties of nonlinear systems in partial
derivatives [43, 44]. The REQHO systems are isomonodromic deformations of the QHO [45].

Some investigations on ladder operators in REQHO systems have already been realized in
[24, 25, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. This has been done, however, for some particular examples of the

1A general picture is more complicated, however. In the case of a coincidence of some or all discrete energy levels
of the two subsystems, the supersymmetric reflectionless partners can be related directly by a DCT of a lower order,
without a necessity to construct a chain of Darboux transformations via a free particle system. This happens due to
the opening of a kind of a ‘direct tunnelling channel’ that can appropriately be understood from the standpoint of
the picture of soliton scattering, see [15, 19].

2Exceptional Jacobi and Laguerre polynomials [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41] can be associated with Darboux-
Crum transformed free particle on finite interval (particle in infinite potential well) and isotonic oscillator, respectively;
the isotonic oscillator, in turn, can be related to the QHO by a singular Darboux transformation.
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REQHO systems or for some particular families of such systems, while the problem of construction
of ladder operators and investigation of their properties for REQHO systems of a general form
remains open. Note also that in the indicated works only some special aspects related to the
ladder operators of the REQHO systems were studied. In particular, in a recent paper [51] we have
considered the problem of construction of the ladder operators for the simplest case of the REQHO
by exploiting the simplest DT which relates the system to the QHO. We also investigated there the
discrete chains related with the obtained ladder operators given by a pair of Hermitian conjugate
third order differential operators to be fermionic generators of the polynomially deformed bosonized
osp(1|2) superalgebra.

In the present article we investigate the problem of construction of ladder operators for REQHO
systems of a general form in the light of existence of different DCKATs by which any such a
system can be related to and generated from the QHO. In this point there shows up a similarity
of the REQHO systems with reflectionless systems related with a free particle. We show that for
any REQHO, there exists a trinity of the basic (primary) pairs of the lowering and raising ladder
operators. This trinity is proved to form the set of the spectrum-generating operators which detects
and reflects all the peculiar properties of a given REQHO system.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next Section we briefly review the properties of the DTs
and their generalization in the form of the DCKATs. In Section 3 we discuss general schemes of the
DCKATs for generation of the REQHO systems from the QHO by using different sets of physical
and non-physical eigenstates of the latter. Any REQHO system can be characterized by the total
number of separated states in the low part of its spectrum, by the number of the gapless ‘valence
bands’ in which the eigenvalues of separated states are organized, and by the total number of missing
energy levels and their position in the low part of the spectrum. In Section 4 we consider in detail
the problem of construction of different ladder operators for the simplest REQHO system with one
separated state and two missing energy levels in a unique gap that separates it from the equidistant
infinite part of the spectrum. We investigate there the general properties and relations between the
basic (primary) and secondary, higher-order ladder operators. In Section 5 we consider two more
particular examples of the REQHO systems, one of which corresponds to a generalization of the
system from Section 4. Another example corresponds to a REQHO system with one valence band
composed from the two energy levels separated from the equidistant infinite part of the spectrum
by the gap of two missing energy levels. The results and observations obtained in Sections 4 and 5
are generalized then in Section 6 for the case of the REQHO systems of a general form. Section 7
is devoted to a summary of the obtained results, where we also indicate some problems that could
be interesting for further investigation.

2 Darboux-Crum-Krein-Adler transformations

Let ψ∗(x) be a nodeless physical or non-physical real eigenfunction of a Hamiltonian operator

H = − d2

dx2
+ V (x) with eigenvalue E∗, Hψ∗ = E∗ψ∗. We assume that potential V (x) is a non-

singular real function on all the real line R. Define the first order differential operators

A ≡ ψ∗
d

dx

1

ψ∗
=

d

dx
−W , A† = − 1

ψ∗

d

dx
ψ∗ , (2.1)

where W = ψ′∗
ψ∗

, ψ′∗ = dψ∗
dx . They factorize the shifted Hamiltonian, H −E∗ = A†A, whose potential

is given by V = W2 +W ′ + E∗ in terms of the superpotential W and factorization energy E∗.
The product with permuted operators A and A† defines a supersymmetric partner Hamiltonian,
AA† ≡ H̆ −E∗, H̆ = − d2

dx2
+ V∗, for which V̆ =W2 −W ′ +E∗. The relation of the potential V̆ (x)
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of the superpartner H̆ to the potential V (x) of the system H can be rewritten in a more convenient
form for a further generalization,

V̆ = V − 2 (lnψ∗)
′′ . (2.2)

From factorization relations it follows that the operators A and A† intertwine the partner Hamil-
tonians,

AH = H̆A , A†H̆ = HA† . (2.3)

As a consequence, A and A† mutually map the eigenstates of the superpartners. Namely, if ψ(x;E)
is a physical or non-physical eigenstate of H of eigenvalue E 6= E∗, Hψ(x;E) = Eψ(x;E), then
Ψ(x;E) = Aψ(x;E) is an eigenstate of H̆ of the same eigenvalue and of the same physical or non-
physical nature. Vice versa, if Ψ(x;E) is an eigenstate of H̆ of eigenvalue E 6= E∗, then A†Ψ(x;E)
is an eigenstate of H of the same eigenvalue and of the same nature.

If ψ(x) is a solution of the second order differential equation Hψ(x) = Eψ(x) for arbitrary value
of E, a second, linearly independent solution of this equation is

ψ̃(x) ≡ ψ(x)

∫ x dξ

(ψ(ξ))2
. (2.4)

If ψ(x) is a normalizable on R function, then ψ̃(x) is not normalizable, and vice versa. The
properties of A and A† as the operators that mutually map the corresponding eigenstates ψ(x)

of H and Ψ(x) of H̆ of eigenvalue E 6= E∗ are valid also for the associated eigenstates ψ̃(x) and

Ψ̃(x). The case E = E∗ in this context is different. The eigenstate ψ∗ of H of eigenvalue E = E∗
constitutes the kernel of the operator A, Aψ∗ = 0. The same is valid for the state Ψ∗(x) ≡ 1/ψ∗(x),
which constitutes the kernel of A†, A†Ψ∗ = 0, and is the eigenstate of H̆ of the same eigenvalue
E = E∗. In this special case of E = E∗, the operator A transforms the state ψ̃∗ into the state
Ψ∗ = 1/ψ∗ ∈ ker (A†):

Aψ̃∗(x) =

(
ψ∗

d

dx

1

ψ∗

)
ψ̃∗(x) = ψ∗(x)

d

dx

∫ x dξ

(ψ∗(ξ))2
=

1

ψ∗(x)
. (2.5)

Analogously, the state Ψ̃∗ = (̃1/ψ∗) is transformed by A† into ψ∗ being a kernel of A. More details
can be found in [51] where the same notation is used.

Let us stress that for our constructions below it is important that if ψ∗ is a normalizable state,
then the state ψ̃∗ is not normalizable, and vice versa, and that the same property is valid for the
pair of the states Ψ∗ = 1/ψ∗ and Ψ̃∗. Before the discussion of the concrete quantum systems we,
however, completely neglect the questions of normalizability of the corresponding wave functions.
Furthermore, here and in what follows we do not preoccupy about normalization of the states, and
specify wave functions modulo a constant multiplication factor.

The DT construction can be generalized for the case of the DCKAT. The latter is generated
on the basis of several seed eigenstates ψi1 , ψi2 ,. . . , ψin of H of different eigenvalues Eik , Hψik =
Eikψik , k = 1, . . . , n, with Eik 6= Eik′ for ik 6= ik′ . To get a nonsingular partner system Hn, these
states should be such that their Wronskian Wn(x) ≡ W(ψi1(x), ψi2(x), . . . , ψin(x)) = det ||F(x)||,
Fij = di−1

dxi−1ψj , i = 1, . . . , n, j = i1, . . . , in, is a nodeless function. The partner system Hn is then
given by the potential

Vn(x) = V (x)− 2 (lnWn(x))′′ . (2.6)

The eigenstates ψ(x;E) of H are mapped into the eigenstates Ψ(x;E) of Hn of the same eigenvalue
E via the relation

Ψ(x;E) =
W(ψi1(x), . . . , ψin(x), ψ(x;E))

Wn(x)
. (2.7)
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In the case of n = 1, Eq. (2.6) reduces to Eq. (2.2) while (2.7) reduces to the relation corresponding
to the case of the DT presented in the form Ψ(x;E) = A1ψ(x;E), with ψi1 = ψ∗, A1 = A and
H1 = H̆. Furthermore, for n > 1 Eq. (2.7) can be presented in a form that generalizes the indicated
DT’s formula. For this we iteratively define two sequences of related differential operators Am,
m = 1, . . ., and Am, m = 0, 1, . . . , as follows: A0 ≡ 1,

Am = (Am−1ψim)
d

dx

1

(Am−1ψim)
, m = 1, 2, . . . , (2.8)

An = AnAn−1 . . . A1 . (2.9)

Let us denote H0 ≡ H and define Hm−1 = A†mAm+Eim . We have AmA
†
m = Hm−Eim , and obtain

a generalization of the intertwining relations (2.3), AmHm−1 = HmAm, A†mHm = Hm−1A
†
m. Then

we can present (2.7) in the equivalent form

Ψ(x;E) = Anψ(x;E) . (2.10)

The n-th order differential operators An and A†n intertwine the partner systems H0 and Hn,

AnH0 = HnAn , A†nHn = H0A†n . (2.11)

The products of operators An and A†n turn out to be polynomials in the corresponding Hamiltonian
operators with roots equal to the energies of factorization:

A†nAn =
n∏
k=1

(H0 − Eik) , AnA†n =
n∏
k=1

(Hn − Eik) . (2.12)

For non-singular partners H0 and Hn, some or all of the intermediate second-order differential
operators Hm with m = 1, . . . , n− 1 can be singular. If we change the order of the seed states, the
Wronskian is left invariant modulo a possible multiplication by (−1), that does not change Eqs.
(2.6) and (2.7). Differential operator An is not changed either, and from (2.7) one can conclude that
the kernel of An is spanned by the complete set of the seed states, ker (An) = span {ψi1 , . . . , ψin}.
However, under permutation in the order of the seed eigenstates the first order differential operators
entering into the factorized form (2.9) of An are changed. As a result, the nature of some or of
all of the intermediate systems Hm can be changed from a non-singular (singular) to a singular
(non-singular).

3 Generation of the REQHO systems from the QHO

Let us turn now to the specific example of the QHO system given by the Hamiltonian operator
Hosc = − d2

dx2
+ x2. Its bound eigenstates are described by (not normalized here) wave functions

ψn(x) = Hn(x)e−x
2/2 (3.1)

which correspond to eigenvalues En = 2n+ 1, n = 0, 1, . . ., where Hn(x) are Hermite polynomials.
The change of variable x → i x generates a change of the sign of the Hamiltonian, Hosc → −Hosc,
and so, transforms physical eigenstates ψn(x) into non-physical eigenstates ψ−n (x) = Hn(x)ex

2/2

of Hosc of eigenvalues E−n = −(2n + 1), n = 0, 1, . . ., where Hn(x) = Hn(i x). Unlike Hn(x),
the polynomials Hn(x) with even index have no real zeros while the unique real zero of these
polynomials with odd index is at x = 0. More details can be found in [51].
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The choice of the ground state ψ0 = e−x
2/2 as a seed eigenfunction ψ∗ for the DT in (2.1)

generates the first order differential operators

A1 =
d

dx
+ x ≡ a− , A†1 = − d

dx
+ x ≡ a+ . (3.2)

They factorize the shifted Hamiltonian, a+a− = Hosc − 1, and satisfy the commutation relation

[a−, a+] = 2 . (3.3)

As a consequence we have
[Hosc, a

±] = ±2a± . (3.4)

The two relations in (3.4) can be rewritten equivalently in the form

a−Hosc = (Hosc + 2)a− , a+(Hosc + 2) = Hosca
+ , (3.5)

and mean that a− and a+ are the ladder lowering and raising operators of the QHO. Relations in
(3.5) can also be interpreted as that a− and a+ intertwine the QHO system Hosc = H0 with the
SUSY-partner system H1 = Hosc +2 which is just the shifted QHO. Since a−ψ0 = 0, from the point
of view of the DT one can consider the shifted system H1 as the QHO with the removed ground
state. But since a−ψn = ψn−1, the partner system H1 is the same QHO with the Hamiltonian
shifted for +2. In this DT picture, the ground state ψ0 of Hosc is created by application of A†1 = a+

to the function ψ̃−0 = (̃1/ψ0) that is a non-physical eigenstate of H1 of eigenvalue E = 1.
The DCKAT generated on the basis of the set of the seed eigenstates ψ0, . . . , ψn−1, ψn, n = 1, . . . ,

produces the intertwining operators A−n+1 = (a−)n+1 and A+
n+1 = A†n+1 = (a+)n+1, which intertwine

the QHO with the SUSY-partner system Hn+1 = Hosc + 2(n+ 1),

A−n+1Hosc = Hn+1A−n+1, A+
n+1Hn+1 = HoscA+

n+1 . (3.6)

The case n = 0 here reproduces the relations of the DT generated by the choice ψ∗ = ψ0. Note that
in the case of n = 1 the permutation of the seed states in the DCKAT construction, (ψ0, ψ1) →
(ψ1, ψ0), gives rise to a singular operator

A1 = ψ1
d

dx

1

ψ1
=

d

dx
+ x− 1

x
≡ a−iso . (3.7)

This operator acting on the second chosen seed eigenstate ψ0 gives a function − 1
xe
−x2/2 = −1/ψ−1 ,

which according to (2.8) generates the second factorization operator A2 = d
dx + x + 1

x that also
is singular. The product of these two singular operators gives the same second-order non-singular
intertwining operator 3 as the scheme with the (ψ0, ψ1) pair: A2A1 = (a−)2 = A−2 . The intermediate
Hamiltonian H1 in this case is a singular at x = 0 operator corresponding to the (shifted) quantum

isotonic oscillator, A†1A1 = Hosc − 3, A1A
†
1 = H1 − 3, which is given by the potential V1(x) =

x2 + 2
x2

+ 2. We also have here the relations A†2A2 = H1 − 1, A2A
†
2 = Hosc + 3.

The choice of a nodeless non-physical state ψ∗ = ψ−0 corresponding to factorization energy
E∗ = −1 in the DT construction gives

A1 =
d

dx
− x = −a+ , A†1 = −a− . (3.8)

3For the discussion of related phenomena in a context of the quantum second-order supersymmetry anomaly and
coupling-constant metamorphosis see ref. [52]
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We obtain the same ladder operators of the QHO, but now they will intertwine the QHO with the
SUSY-partner system H1 = Hosc − 2,

a+Hosc = (Hosc − 2)a+ , a−(Hosc − 2) = Hosca
− . (3.9)

Here the action of A1 on the non-physical eigenstate ψ̃−0 = (̃1/ψ0) of H0 = Hosc of eigenvalue
E = −1 produces a physical ground state ψ0 for the partner system H1.

In the case of the DCKAT generated on the basis of the seed eigenstates ψ−0 , . . . , ψ
−
n−1, ψ

−
n ,

n = 1, . . ., we obtain a partner system with the added n+ 1 bound states in the lower part of the
spectrum of the QHO which is described by the shifted QHO Hamiltonian Hn+1 = Hosc− 2(n+ 1).

The described DCKATs based on the choice of the seed eigenstates ψ0, . . . , ψn or ψ−0 , . . . , ψ
−
n

reflect the property of the special shape invariance of the QHO system.

Before we proceed further, let us summarize briefly the main features of the non-singular DT
and DCKAT schemes based on other choices of the sets of physical, ψn, and non-physical, ψ−n ,
eigenstates of the QHO as the seed eigenstates [29, 47, 50]. This will generalize the preceding
discussion and will allow us to generate the REQHO systems.

Consider the DCKAT generated on the basis of the physical eigenstates ψi1 , ψi2 , . . ., ψin ,
and non-physical eigenstates ψ−j1 , ψ−j2 , . . ., ψ−jl , of the QHO. The peculiarity of the physical and
non-physical eigenstates in both families is that they have a form of polynomials multiplied by
exponential functions e−x

2/2 and ex
2/2, respectively. As a result we obtain a quantum system

described by a potential to be a rational function. In order a new quantum system generated
by the DCKAT be non-singular, the complete set of the seed states has to be composed from the
blocks of the states (ψ−0 , . . . , ψ

−
j1−1, ψ

−
j1

), (ψ−j2 , . . . , ψ
−
j2+l2

), . . . , (ψ−jr , . . . , ψ
−
jr+lr

), (ψ0, . . . , ψi1−1, ψi1),

(ψi2 , . . . , ψi2+2m+
2 +1), . . . , (ψis , . . . , ψis+2m+

s +1), where j2 = j1 + 2m−1 + 3, jk+1 = jk + 2m−k + 3,

i1 < i2, ik+2m+
k +1 < ik+1, and m+

k , m−k and lk can take values 0, 1, . . .. The total number of such
blocks can be arbitrary and blocks that include the states ψ0 and ψ−0 can be absent. Up to a possible
constant shift, the generated system will have the gapped spectrum of the QHO with the deleted
levels appearing at the positions of energies corresponding to physical states ψi in these blocks, and
with new, added energy levels appearing at the positions of energies of non-physical eigenstates ψ−j .
In other words, the inclusion of physical states ψi into the generating set of the seed states eliminates
the energy levels, while the inclusion of non-physical states ψ−j introduces corresponding additional
energy levels into the spectrum. Each gap in the spectrum of the resulting system contains an even
number of the missing energy levels. As in the simplest examples we considered above with the
partner system to be the same but the shifted QHO, the same REQHO system can be produced by
DCKATs based on different choices of the sets of the seed eigenstates. Different choices of the seed
states generate different intertwining operators which relate REQHO system with the QHO. As a
consequence, as we shall see, there exist different ladder operators for the same REQHO, which
possess different properties. Below we first consider some simple concrete examples of the REQHO
systems. This will allow us to investigate in detail the families of the DCKATs associated with a
given REQHO system, to identify different ladder operators, and to study their properties as well
as to establish the relations between them. Then the results will be developed for the case of the
REQHO systems of a general form.

4 Simplest REQHO system and its ladder operators

A simplest REQHO system can be produced by taking a nodeless non-physical eigenstate of energy
E = −5 of Hosc,

ψ−2 = (1 + 2x2)ex
2/2 . (4.1)
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The first order differential operators

A− ≡ ψ−2
d

dx

1

ψ−2
=

d

dx
− x− 4x

2x2 + 1
, A+ = (A−)† (4.2)

factorize the shifted QHO Hamiltonian

A+A− = − d2

dx2
+ x2 + 5 = Hosc + 5 ≡ H . (4.3)

Their permuted product generates a simplest REQHO system,

A−A+ = − d2

dx2
+ x2 + 3 + 8

2x2 − 1

(2x2 + 1)2
≡ H̆ . (4.4)

We have the intertwining relations

A−H = H̆A− , A+H̆ = HA+ , (4.5)

from which it follows that the systems H and H̆ are almost isospectral, and operators (4.2) provide
a map between the eigenstates of the QHO and the REQHO systems. The excited eigenstates of
H̆ are the bound states

Ψn(x) = A−ψn(x) , En = 6 + 2(n− 1) , n = 1, 2, . . . , (4.6)

where ψn(x) are the QHO eigenstates (3.1). In correspondence with the general relation (2.5), the
ground state and its energy are

Ψ0 = A−ψ̃−2 =
1

ψ−2
, E0 = 0 . (4.7)

In correspondence with a general picture described above, this state constitutes the kernel of the
operator A+. The ladder operators for H̆ can be constructed by the Darboux-dressing of the ladder
operators a± of the QHO,

A± = A−a±A+ . (4.8)

We have
[H̆,A±] = ±2A± , (4.9)

and
A+A− = H̆(H̆ − 2)(H̆ − 6) , A−A+ = H̆(H̆ + 2)(H̆ − 4). (4.10)

Due to the last factor in (4.8) and in correspondence with relations (4.10), the ground-state of the
REQHO of zero energy, Ψ0 = 1/ψ−2 , is annihilated by both ladder operators A− and A+. Another
peculiarity is that the kernel of the lowering operator A− also contains the first excited physical
state Ψ1 = A−ψ0 of energy E = 6, and the non-physical state A−ψ−1 which is the eigenstate of
H̆ of the eigenvalue E = 2. The three-dimensional kernel of the lowering ladder operator A− is
therefore

ker (A−) = span {Ψ0, A
−ψ−1 ,Ψ1} . (4.11)

Besides the ground state Ψ0, the kernel of A+ includes the two states A−ψ−3 and A−ψ−0 , which are
non-physical eigenstates of H̆ of the eigenvalues −2 and 4,

ker (A+) = span {Ψ0, A
−ψ−3 , A

−ψ−0 } . (4.12)
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We denote (α1) this scheme based on the DT with generating function ψ−2 ,

(α1) = {ψ−2 }. (4.13)

Up to a global shift, the same REQHO system can also be produced by means of any of the DCKAT
schemes

(α2) = {ψ−0 , ψ
−
3 } , . . . , (αn+1) = {ψ−0 , ψ

−
1 , . . . , ψ

−
n−1, ψ

−
n+2} . (4.14)

The presence of the first n states ψ−0 , ψ
−
1 , . . . , ψ

−
n−1 in the scheme (αn+1) gives rise to the addition

of the corresponding energy levels into the spectrum of the QHO while the inclusion of the state
ψ−n+2 results finally in the generation of the shifted gapped REQHO system Hn+1 = H̆ − 2n. The
intertwining operators between H defined by (4.3) and Hn+1 in this case are

An+1 = A−(a+)n , A†n+1 = (a−)nA+ , (4.15)

where A− and A+ are given by Eq. (4.2). Combining the intertwining operators of the schemes
(αn+1) and (α1), we can construct the higher-order ladder operators

A−A†n+1 = A−(a−)nA+ ≡ A−n , An+1A
+ = A−(a+)nA+ = (A−n )† ≡ A+

n , (4.16)

[H̆,A±n ] = ±2nA±n , where A±1 = A±. This in particular means that the third-order differential
operators (4.8), which have the nature of the Darboux-dressed QHO operators a±, can also be
considered as the ladder operators generated via a composition of the intertwining operators cor-
responding to the schemes (α1) and (α2), A− = A−(a−A+), A+ = (A−a+)A+. The use of the
scheme (αn) with n > 2 instead of (α2) in such a composition provides us therefore with the (α1)-
Darboux-dressed form (4.16) of the higher-order ladder operators (a±)n of the QHO. The following
relations between A− and A−n are valid,

(A−)n =

n−1∏
j=1

(H̆ + 2j) · A−n = A−n ·
n−1∏
j=1

(H̆ − 2j) , (4.17)

and analogous relations are obtained from them for A+ and A+
n by the Hermitian conjugation. In

a more general case the composition of the intertwining operators of the schemes (αn) and (αm)
with n > m generates the higher-order ladder operators A±n−m,

Am+1A†n+1 =
m∏
j=1

(H̆ − 4− 2j) · A−n−m , An+1A†m+1 = A+
n−m ·

m∏
j=1

(H̆ − 4− 2j) . (4.18)

The REQHO system (4.4 ) can also be generated via the DCKAT based on the physical eigen-
states ψ1 and ψ2. We denote this scheme, which eliminates two neighbour energy levels E = 8 and
E = 10 in the spectrum of the shifted QHO (4.3), as (β2):

(β2) = {ψ1, ψ2} . (4.19)

We denote B±2 the second-order intertwining operators A2 and A†2 constructed on the basis of these
two states according to (2.9),

B−2 ≡ A
−
isoa
−
iso , B+

2 ≡ (B−2 )† = a+
isoA

+
iso . (4.20)

The operator a−iso is defined in Eq. (3.7), and a+
iso = (a−iso)†. The result of the action of the

operator a−iso on the QHO’s eigenstate ψ2 can be presented in terms of its physical and non-physical
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eigenstates in the form a−isoψ2 = −ψ0ψ
−
2 /ψ

−
1 ≡ φ. The first-order differential operators A±iso are

generated by the function φ(x), according to (2.8),

A−iso = φ(x)
d

dx

1

φ(x)
=

d

dx
+ x+

1

x
− 4x

1 + 2x2
, A+

iso = (A−iso)† . (4.21)

We have
a+

isoa
−
iso = H − 8 , a−isoa

+
iso = Hiso , (4.22)

where

Hiso = − d2

dx2
+ x2 +

2

x2
− 1 (4.23)

is the shifted isotonic oscillator to be singular at x = 0, and H corresponds to the shifted Hamil-
tonian of the QHO defined in (4.3). We also have the relations

A+
isoA

−
iso = Hiso − 2 , A−isoA

+
iso = H̆ − 4 , (4.24)

where H̆ is the Hamiltonian of the REQHO system defined in Eq. (4.4). From (4.22) and (4.24)
we find

B−2 H = (H̆ + 6)B−2 , B+
2 (H̆ + 6) = HB+

2 , (4.25)

and
B+

2 B
−
2 = (H − 8)(H − 10) , B−2 B

+
2 = (H̆ − 2)(H̆ − 4) . (4.26)

By the construction, ker (B−2 ) = span {ψ1, ψ2}. One can also see that ker (B+
2 ) =

span {A−ψ−0 , A−ψ
−
1 } = span {B−2 ψ̃1,B−2 ψ̃2} = span { ψ1

W2
, ψ2

W2
}, where W2(x) = W(ψ1, ψ2)(x) =

−ψ−2 (x) e−
3
2
x2 .

The DCKATs corresponding to the (α1)- and (β2)-schemes are in some sense complementary.
The (α1)-scheme introduces effectively a new energy level into the spectrum of the QHO below
its ground-state energy at the distance equal to the tripled distance between equidistant energy
levels. The (β2)-scheme makes a similar job but by deleting the first two excited energy levels in
the spectrum of the QHO. Since the Wronskian in the DCKAT in the latter scheme includes the
additional exponential factor e−

3
2
x2 in comparison with the structure of the non-physical eigenstate

ψ−2 , this produces the additional constant shift +6 in the potential generated by means of relation
(2.6) that is reflected in Eq. (4.25), cf. Eq. (2.11). From Eq. (4.25) it follows that if ψ(x;E) is
an eigenstate of H of energy E, then B−2 ψ(x;E) is an eigenstate of H̆ of energy (E − 6). As a
consequence, all the spectrum of the system generated by the (β2)-scheme will be shifted for −6
in comparison with the spectrum of the REHQO system (4.4) produced via the (α1)-scheme. In
correspondence with this picture, the ground-state Ψ0 of H̆ can alternatively be constructed from
the QHO ground-state ψ0, Ψ0 = B−2 ψ0, cf. (4.7). The excited states Ψn+1 of energy En+1 = 6 + 6n
with n = 0, . . . can be presented in the alternative to (4.6) form Ψn+1 = B−2 ψn+3. All this gives
a possibility for the construction of another pair of ladder operators for the REQHO system (4.4)
with the properties rather different to those of the ladder operators we obtained by using only the
(α)-schemes. For this we take now the composition of the intertwining operators of the (α1)- and
(β2)- schemes to construct the operators

C− = B−2 A
+ , C+ = A−B+

2 . (4.27)

Instead of (4.9) and (4.10), they satisfy the relations

[H̆, C±] = ±6 C± , (4.28)
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and
C+C− = H̆(H̆ − 8)(H̆ − 10) , C−C+ = (H̆ + 6)(H̆ − 2)(H̆ − 4) . (4.29)

Like A±, these are third-order differential operators of the nature of ladder operators. However,
acting on eigenstates of the REQHO system H̆, they change the energies not in 2 but in 6. In this
aspect they are somewhat similar to the higher-order ladder operators A±3 , which are fifth-order
differential operators discussed above. The essential difference of C− from A−n and in particular
A− is that in correspondence with the first relation from (4.29), the kernel of C− is composed only
from physical eigenstates of H̆,

ker (C−) = span {Ψ0,Ψ2,Ψ3} . (4.30)

The energies 0, 8 and 10 of these states are the roots of the third-degree polynomial in the first
identity in (4.29). Also, unlike A+, the kernel of the raising operator C+ is composed only from
the non-physical eigenstates of H̆,

ker (C+) = span {A−ψ−5 , A
−ψ−1 , A

−ψ−0 } = span {B−2 ψ
−
3 ,B

−
2 ψ̃1,B−2 ψ̃2}. (4.31)

In correspondence with the second relation in (4.29), the eigenvalues of the states in (4.31) are −6,
2 and 4. From the point of view of the structure of the kernels and commutation relations (4.28),
the ladder operators C± are similar to the third-order differential operators (a±)3 in the QHO
system. However, unlike C−, the operator (a−)3 annihilates the three lowest physical eigenstates of
the QHO of the three subsequent values of energy. The first exited state Ψ1 of the REQHO system
of energy E = 6 does not belong to the kernel of C− and is annihilated by (C−)2: C−Ψ1 = Ψ0,
(C−)2Ψ1 = 0.

The following relations can be established by comparing the kernels of the operators on both
sides of the equalities,

A+B−2 = −(a−)3 , B+
2 A
− = −(a+)3 . (4.32)

These and their analogous relations for other REQHO systems will play important role in what
follows. From them one can find in particular the operator identities a−B+

2 = −(a+)2A+, (a−)2B+
2 =

−a+A+(H̆ − 2), as well as the Hermitian conjugate ones.
One can introduce additionally the operators a± inside the factorized structure of the operators

C±. In this way one can construct the operators

C−n+1 = B−2 (a−)nA+ , C+
n+1 = A−(a+)nB+

2 , n = 0, . . . , (4.33)

with the implied identification C±1 = C± for n = 0. They satisfy the relation [H̆, C±n+1] =
±(6 + 2n)C±n+1. These operators can be treated either as the QHO operators (a±)n dressed by
the intertwining generators of the (α1) and (β2) schemes, or as the operators produced by inter-
twining operators (4.15) from the (αn+1) scheme and those from the same (β2) scheme. The kernel
of C−n+1 is composed only by the physical eigenstates of H̆, while the kernel of C+

n+1 is spanned only
by its non-physical eigenstates. For instance, ker (C−2 ) = span {Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ3,Ψ4}. With the help of
identities (4.32) we also find that (C±)n = (−1)n+1C±3(n−1)+1, n = 1, . . . .

Analogously to A±, we also introduce the operators

B± = B−2 a
±B+

2 . (4.34)

Unlike the third-order ladder operators A± and C±, the B± are fifth-order differential operators.
They satisfy the relations

[H̆,B±] = ±2B± (4.35)
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and

B+B− = H̆(H̆ − 2)(H̆ − 6)(H̆ − 4)2 , B−B+ = H̆(H̆ + 2)(H̆ − 4)(H̆ − 2)2 . (4.36)

The kernel of B− involves two physical and three non-physical eigenstates of H̆,

ker (B−) = span {Ψ0,Ψ1, A
−ψ−0 , A

−ψ−1 , A
−ψ̃−0 } . (4.37)

The eigenvalue E = 4 of the non-physical eigenstates A−ψ−0 and A−ψ̃−0 in the kernel of B− cor-
responds to the double root of the last factor in the first relation in (4.36). The kernel of the
increasing ladder operator B+ includes only one physical eigenstate,

ker (B+) = span {Ψ0, A
−ψ−0 , A

−ψ−1 , A
−ψ−3 , A

−ψ̃−1 } . (4.38)

The eigenvalue E = 2 of the non-physical eigenstates A−ψ−1 and A−ψ̃−1 in the kernel of the increas-
ing ladder operator B+ corresponds to the double root of the last factor in the second relation in
(4.36). By analogy with (4.16), one can consider the higher-order ladder operators

B±n = B−2 (a±)nB−2 , (4.39)

[H̆,B±n ] = ±2nB±n , with the identification B±1 = B±. The lowering operator B− can be related to
the ladder operators A− and C− via the identities

B− = A−(H̆ − 4) , B−2 = (A−)2 , B−3 = −C−(H̆ − 2)(H̆ − 4) , (4.40)

B−4 = −C−2 (H̆ − 2)(H̆ − 4), B−5 = −C−(A−)2, B−6 = (C−)2(H̆ − 2)(H̆ − 4), etc. The increasing
operator C+ is related to A+ and C+ via the conjugate identities. Similarly to (4.17), for degrees
n > 1 of B− we have

(B−)n =

n−1∏
j=1

(H̆ − 2 + 2j)(H̆ − 4 + 2j) · B−n , (4.41)

and an analogous relation for (B+)n.
A generalization of the (β2)-scheme corresponds to the family of the DCKAT schemes

(β3) = {ψ0, ψ2, ψ3} , . . . , (βn+2) = {ψ0, . . . , ψn−1, ψn+1, ψn+2} . (4.42)

In the case of the scheme (βn+2), the intertwining operators constructed according to the prescrip-
tion (2.9) are B−n+2 ≡ B−2 (a−)n and B+

n+2 = (a+)nB+
2 . The schemes (βn+2) do not give anything

new but allow us to re-interprete the already discussed higher-order ladder operators C±n+1 as those
produced via the composition of the (βn+2) and (α1) schemes, C−n+1 = B−n+2A

+, C+
n+1 = A−B+

n+2.
Analogously, B−n+1 = B−n+2B

+
2 , B+

n+1 = B−2 B
+
n+2.

Besides the two infinite families (αn), n = 1, . . ., and (βn), n = 2, . . ., which involve as the
seed eigenfunctions either only non-physical or only physical eigenstates of the QHO, there are two
additional, ‘intermediate’ schemes which simultaneously include eigenstates of both types. These
are the schemes

(γ2) = {ψ0, ψ
−
1 } , (γ3) = {ψ0, ψ1, ψ

−
0 } . (4.43)

The intertwining operators in the case of the scheme (γ2) are the second-order differential operators

A2 = A−a− and A†2 = a+A+, while in the scheme (γ3), the intertwining operators are the third-

order differential operators A3 = A−(a−)2 and A†3 = (a+)2A+. These operators have a structure
similar to that of the intertwining operators in the family of the schemes (αn). With their help
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we do not obtain anything essentially new for the construction of the ladder operators for the
REQHO system H̆ in comparison with the already discussed structures. Indeed, employing the
superposition of the intertwining operators from the (β2)-scheme and either (γ2)- or (γ3)- schemes,
one can construct the ladder operators

C−−n ≡ B−2 (a+)nA+ , C+
−n ≡ A−(a−)nB+

2 , n = 1, 2 . (4.44)

Here n = 1 and n = 2 correspond, respectively, to the (γ2)- and (γ3)- schemes. Operators C±−1 are
fourth-order differential operators, while C±−2 are fifth-order differential operators. They, however,
are not independent but can be expressed in terms of the already constructed intertwining operators.
Namely, we have, in particular,

C±−1 = −A±2 , C−−2 = −(H̆ − 2)A− , C+
−2 = −(H̆ − 4)A+ . (4.45)

These relations can be established by comparing the kernels of C−−1 and C−−2, ker (C−−1) =

span {Ψ0, A
−ψ−0 ,Ψ1,Ψ2}, ker (C−−2) = span {Ψ0, A

−ψ−1 , A
−ψ−0 , A

−ψ̃−0 ,Ψ1}, with the kernels of A−2
and of the operator (H̆ − 2)A− = A−(H̆ − 4), respectively, and by comparison of the signs be-
fore the leading derivative terms in the corresponding pairs of operators. Due to the identities
(4.32), a generalization of the operators (4.44) for n > 2 does not give us anything new since
C±−3 = −H̆(H̆ − 2)(H̆ − 4). This last relation as well as relations (4.45) can also be obtained by
employing the identities (4.32). We also have the operator identities

A+C+
n = (H̆ − 2)C+

n+1 , A−C−n = −A−n+3 , n = 1, . . . , (4.46)

A+C− = −(H̆ − 6)A−2 , A−C+ = −(H̆ + 2)A+
2 , (4.47)

as well as the Hermitian conjugate relations.
Let us look in more detail at the already mentioned similarity between the operators C± and A±3 .

Using the first identity from (4.32) and factorization relation (4.4), we obtain A−3 = A−(a−)3A+ =
−H̆C− and A+

3 = −(H̆ − 6)C+. These relations are similar to those in (4.45). Employing Eq.
(4.17), we find that

(A−)3 = −H̆(H̆ + 2)(H̆ + 4)C− = −C−(H̆ − 6)(H̆ − 4)(H̆ − 2) . (4.48)

This relation from the point of view of the kernels of the involved operators corresponds to the
following picture. The kernel of the operator A− is formed by the two physical eigenstates Ψ0 and

Ψ1 and by one non-physical eigenstate A−ψ−1 . We have also the relations [51] A−(A−ψ̃−1 ) = Ψ0,

A−(A−ψ−0 ) = A−ψ−1 , A−Ψ2 = Ψ1, A−(A−ψ̃−0 ) = A−ψ̃−1 , A−(A−ψ̃0) = A−ψ−0 , A−Ψ3 = Ψ2. As a
result we obtain

ker (A−)3 = span {Ψ0, A
−ψ−1 ,Ψ1, A

−ψ̃−1 , A
−ψ−0 ,Ψ2, A

−ψ̃−0 , A
−ψ̃0,Ψ3} . (4.49)

The pairs of states (A−ψ−1 , A−ψ̃−1 ), (A−ψ−0 , ψ̃−0 ) and (Ψ1 = A−ψ0, A−ψ̃0) constitute, respectively,
the kernels of the factors (H − 2), (H − 4) and (H − 6) in (4.48). The remaining three physical
eigenstates Ψ0, Ψ2 and Ψ3 in (4.49) correspond to the kernel of the operator C−.

According to Eq. (4.48) and its conjugate version, the ladder operators C± can be generated by
A±. Then with taking into account Eq. (4.40) and all the described relations, we conclude that in
the case of the simplest REQHO system given by the Hamiltonian H̆ defined in (4.4) all the set of
the ladder operators can be obtained, in principle, from the compositions of the ladder operators
B+ and B−.
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In conclusion of this section let us note, however, that in comparison with the QHO picture,
the peculiarity of the system (4.4) in particular is that its ground-state Ψ0 cannot be achieved from
physical states by action of the lowering operators A− and B− which are differential operators of
orders 3 and 5. Like the first-order differential operator a− in the QHO, the ladder operators A−
and B− decrease the energy values of H̆ in 2, but they produce the ground-state by acting on the

non-physical eigenstate A−ψ̃−1 of the eigenvalue E = 2. The ground-state Ψ0 of zero energy can be
achieved, however, by application of the lowering operator C−, which is a third-order differential
operator, to the physical eigenstate Ψ1 with eigenvalue E = 6.

We also notice here that the ladder operators (4.8) for the REQHO system of the simplest
form (4.4) were constructed (without employing the Darboux-dressing procedure) in [20] where
this model was introduced and investigated for the first time. Later these ladder operators were
constructed, particularly, in [25], [46, 47] and recently in [51] via the Darboux-dressing prescription
based on the non-physical seed state we used here. The ladder operators (4.27) we constructed
on the basis of the (α1)- and (β2)- schemes by employing the analogy with reflectionless quantum
systems [14, 15] where the corresponding Lax-Novikov integrals of motion can be generated either by
Darboux-dressing of the free particle momentum operator or by ‘gluing’ two different intertwining
operators that act in the opposite directions. The same last mentioned method also allows ones
to generate the Lax-Novikov integrals for periodic finite-gap systems where the Darboux-dressing
mechanism can not be applied, see [18]. In reflectionless and finite-gap systems, however, the two
glued intertwiners always are differential operators of the ‘opposite’, even and odd, differential
orders, but both intertwine the two corresponding partner systems without additional relative
displacement. It is because of the relative displacement in intertwining relations (4.5) and (4.25)
that here we obtain the ladder operators C± while in reflectionless and finite-gap systems analogous
procedure generates the integrals of motion. Within the same framework we used here and based
on employing the two schemes with physical and non-physical seed states of the quantum harmonic
oscillator, the ladder operators (4.27) were introduced earlier in [47] (but without exploiting the
indicated analogy with generation of the Lax-Novikov integrals) and derived later in [48] for more
general families related to multi indexed exceptionnal orthogonal polynomials. By another method
such ladder operators were introduced for the system (4.4) even earlier in [24]. The ladder operators
(4.34) constructed here by the Darboux-dressing procedure based on physical seed states seems were
not discussed earlier in the literature.

With subsequent analysis we shall see that the trinity of the basic ladder operators (A±, B±,
C±) admits a natural generalization for the case of REQHO systems of a general form, and that
each pair of the conjugate lowering and raising ladder operators detects and reflects some specific
properties of a corresponding quantum system.

5 Two further examples of the REQHO systems

A REQHO system generated by the DT based on the non-physical state ψ−2n with n > 1 is similar
to the considered REQHO system generated by the DT based on ψ−2 . In this case the gap in the
spectrum of the REQHO corresponds, up to a global shift, to the missing 2n energy levels with
E = 3, . . . , 4n + 1 in the spectrum of the QHO. We also have here the two infinite families of the
DCKAT schemes of the structures which generalize those of the case n = 1. For instance, in the
case of n = 2, we have ψ−4 = (4x4 + 12x2 + 3)ex

2/2, and the two infinite families of the schemes are

(α1) = {ψ−4 } , (α2) = {ψ−0 , ψ
−
5 } , (αn+1) = {ψ−0 , . . . , ψ

−
n−1, ψ

−
n+4} , (5.1)

and
(β4) = {ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4} , (βn+4) = {ψ0, . . . , ψn−1, ψn+1, ψn+2, ψn+3, ψn+4} . (5.2)
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In addition, we have the ‘intermediate’ schemes whose sets of seed states include both physical and
non-physical eigenstates of the QHO. These are

(γ2) = {ψ0, ψ
−
3 } , (γ3) = {ψ0, ψ1, ψ

−
2 } , (γ4) = {ψ0, ψ1, ψ2, ψ

−
1 } , (γ5) = {ψ0, ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ

−
0 } .
(5.3)

The scheme (α1) generates the intertwining operators A− = ψ−4
d
dx

1
ψ−4

, and A+ = (A−)†. They

allow us to construct ladder operators that are third-order differential operators, the Darboux-
dressed ladder operators of the QHO, A± = A−a±A+. They satisfy the relations of the form (4.9),
[H̆,A±] = ±2A±, with

H̆ ≡ A−A+ = − d2

dx2
+ x2 + 7 + 32

4x6 + 4x4 + 3x2 − 6

(4x4 + 12x2 + 3)2
, (5.4)

and similarly to the already considered case, here both ladder operators A± annihilate the ground

state of H̆ which is Ψ0 = 1/ψ−4 = A−ψ̃−4 . Besides the ground state Ψ0 of energy E = 0, the
kernel of A− contains, the first excited state Ψ1 = A−ψ0 of energy E = 10 and one non-physical
eigenstate A−ψ−3 of energy E = 2. The kernel of A+ contains besides the ground state Ψ0 also
two non-physical eigenstates A−ψ−0 and A−ψ−5 of H̆ of eigenvalues E = 8 and E = −2. The
intertwining operators corresponding to the DCKAT scheme (β4) = {ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4} are the fourth
order differential operators constructed in accordance with Eq. (2.9), which by analogy with the
already considered case we denote here as B−4 and B+

4 = (B−4 )†. Then we define another pair of
ladder operators via a composition of the intertwining operators of this (β4)-scheme and of the (α1)-
scheme, C− = B−4 A+, C+ = A−B+

4 . Unlike the previously discussed case of the REQHO system
(4.4), these are fifth-order differential operators, which satisfy the relations [H̆, C±] = ±10C±.
The ladder operator C− annihilates five physical eigenstates of H̆, which are the ground state Ψ0

and the states Ψj+1 = A−ψj , j = 1, 2, 3, 4, with the energy values E0 = 0 and Ej+1 = 10 + 2j.
Like in the REQHO system we considered before, the first excited state Ψ1 = A−ψ0 of energy
E1 = 10 here does not belong to the kernel of the decreasing ladder operator C−, and we have
C−Ψ1 = ψ0, (C−)2Ψ1 = 0. The kernel of C+ is composed only from non-physical eigenstates.
Yet another pair of the ladder operators corresponds to B± = B−4 a±B

+
4 , which are differential

operators of order 9. Like A±, they satisfy the relations [H̆,B±] = ±2B±. The kernel of the
lowering ladder operator B− is spanned by two physical eigenstates Ψ0 and Ψ1 of energies 0 and
10, and seven non-physical eigenstates of H̆ of eigenvalues 8 (twice), 6 (twice), 4 (twice) and 2,

ker (B−) = span {Ψ0,Ψ1, A
−ψ−0 , A

−ψ̃−0 ,Ψ1, A
−ψ−1 , A

−ψ̃−1 ,Ψ1, A
−ψ−2 , A

−ψ̃−2 , A
−ψ−3 }. The kernel of

B+ is spanned by the ground-state Ψ0 and by eight non-physical eigenstates of H̆.
Other, secondary ladder operators can be constructed by introducing the QHO ladder operators

(a±)n inside the factorized structures of the basic ladder operators A±, B± and C±, or by consid-
ering compositions of the intertwining operators corresponding to (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) schemes
analogously to how it was done for the simplest REQHO system. The secondary, higher-order
ladder operators can also be generated by taking the products of the basic ladder operators. Anal-
ogously to (4.32), we also have here the relations A+B−4 = −(a−)5, B+

4 A
− = −(a+)5. As an analog

of relation (4.48) we have

(A−)5 = −C−(H̆ − 10)(H̆ − 8)(H̆ − 6)(H̆ − 4) , (5.5)

and the relation
B− = (H̆ − 2)(H̆ − 4)(H̆ − 6)A− (5.6)

is analogous here to the first relation in (4.40). As in the case of the simplest REQHO system
considered in the previous section, for the REQHO system described by the Hamiltonian(5.4) all
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the ladder operators can be generated and extracted from the powers of the basic ladder operators
B±.

Let us consider yet another example of the REQHO system in which two states are separated
by a gap from the infinite equidistant part of the spectrum. A simplest system of such a nature
can be generated by employing the minimal (α)-scheme

(α2) = {ψ−2 , ψ
−
3 } . (5.7)

Let us shift the Hamiltonian of the QHO for +7 and denote H = Hosc + 7, for which the potential
is V (x) = x2 + 7 and the spectrum is En = 8 + 2n, n = 0, 1, . . .. The Wronskian here is W2(x) =
ex

2
(3 + 4x4). The second order DCKAT based on (5.7) produces the partner system which is the

REQHO system H̆ = − d2

dx2
+ V̆ (x), where in accordance with (2.6),

V̆ (x) = 3 + x2 + 32x2 4x4 − 9

(3 + 4x4)2
. (5.8)

Its gapped spectrum is

E0 = 0 , E1 = 2 , E2+n = 8 + 2n , n = 0, 1, . . . . (5.9)

The intertwining second order differential operators constructed via (2.9) on the basis of the seed
QHO eigenstates (5.7) we denote as A−2 and A+

2 = (A−2 )†. The kernel of A−2 is spanned by the
states ψ−2 and ψ−3 , while the kernel of A+

2 is spanned by the lowest physical eigenstates of H̆ of

the energies 0 and 2, which can be obtained from the QHO non-physical eigenstates ψ̃−2 and ψ̃−3 ,

Ψ0 = A−2 ψ̃
−
2 , Ψ1 = A−2 ψ̃

−
3 . The operators A+

2 and A−2 satisfy the relations

A+
2 A
−
2 = H(H − 2) , A−2 A

+
2 = H̆(H̆ − 2) , (5.10)

and A−2 H = H̆A−2 , A+
2 H̆ = HA+

2 . We construct the ladder operators A± for H̆ by the Darboux-
dressing of the QHO operators a±,

A± = A−2 a
±A+

2 . (5.11)

These fifth-order differential operators satisfy the relations [H̆,A±] = ±2A±, and

A+A− = H̆(H̆ − 2)2(H̆ − 4)(H̆ − 8) , A−A+ = (H̆ + 2)(H̆)2(H̆ − 2)(H̆ − 6) . (5.12)

The kernel of the lowering operaror is ker (A−) = span {Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ2, Ψ̃1,A−2 ψ
−
1 }. Here the first three

states are the lowest three physical eigenstates of H̆ of energies E = 0, 2 and 8, respectively, and
the two last states are non-physical eigenstates of energies E = 2 and 4. The indicated energies
correspond to the roots of the polynomial in the first equality in (5.12). The kernel of the increasing
operator A+ is spanned by the two lowest eigenstates Ψ0 and Ψ1 and by the three non-physical
eigenstates: ker (A+) = span {Ψ0,Ψ1,A−2 ψ

−
4 , Ψ̃0,A−2 ψ

−
0 }. The energies of these five eigenstates

correspond to zeros of the polynomial in the second equality in (5.12).
The same system, up to a global shift, can also be generated via the complementary minimal

(β2)-scheme
(β2) = {ψ2, ψ3} . (5.13)

The Wronskian of the seed states in this case is W2(x) = W(ψ2, ψ3) = e−x
2
(3+4x4). The potential

calculated according to (2.6) is the potential (5.8) shifted for +8. Let us denote the corresponding
intertwining second order differential operators constructed on the basis of these seed states as B−2
and B+

2 = (B−2 )†. They satisfy the relations

B−2 H = (H̆ + 8)B−2 , B+
2 (H̆ + 8) = HB+

2 , (5.14)
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and
B+

2 B
−
2 = (H − 12)(H − 14) , B−2 B

+
2 = (H̆ − 4)(H̆ − 6) . (5.15)

Note that here B−2 (x) = −A−2 (ix). The kernel of B−2 is spanned by the seed states (5.13), whereas
the kernel of B+

2 is spanned by non-physical eigenstates of H̆ of energies E = 4 and E = 6:

ker (B+
2 ) = span {B−2 ψ̃2,B−2 ψ̃3} = span {A−2 ψ

−
0 ,A

−
2 ψ
−
1 }. The ladder operators

C− = B−2 A
+
2 , C+ = A−2 B

+
2 (5.16)

are differential operators of the order four. They obey the relations

[H̆, C±] = ±8 C± , (5.17)

and

C+C− = H̆(H̆ − 2)(H̆ − 12)(H̆ − 14) , C−C+ = (H̆ + 8)(H̆ + 6)(H̆ − 4)(H̆ − 6) . (5.18)

The lowering operator C− annihilates the four physical states Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ4,Ψ5 of the energies
E = 0, 2, 12, 14. The kernel of C+ is spanned only by non-physical eigenstates of energies E =
−8,−6, 4, 6, ker (C+) = span {B−2 ψ

−
3 ,B

−
2 ψ
−
2 ,B

−
2 ψ̃2,B−2 ψ̃3} = span {A−2 ψ

−
7 ,A

−
2 ψ
−
6 ,A

−
2 ψ
−
1 ,A

−
2 ψ
−
0 }.

Changing the order of the second order operators in the factorized form of the ladder operators in
(5.16), we obtain the operator identities

B+
2 A
−
2 = (a+)4 , A+

2 B
−
2 = (a−)4 , (5.19)

cf. (4.32). Again, these relations can be verified by comparing the kernels of the corresponding
operators.

Yet another pair of the ladder operators corresponds to differential operators of order 5,

B± = B−2 a
±B+

2 . (5.20)

They satisfy relations [H̆,B±] = ±2B±, and

B+B− = H̆(H̆ − 4)(H̆ − 6)2(H̆ − 8) , B−B+ = (H̆ + 2)(H̆ − 2)(H̆ − 4)2(H̆ − 6) . (5.21)

In correspondence with the first relation in (5.21), the kernel of the lowering operator is
spanned by the ground-state Ψ0 and the eigenstate Ψ2 at the bottom of the equidistant in-
finite part of the spectrum as well as by the three non-physical eigenstates of H̆, ker (B−) =

span {Ψ0,Ψ2,A−2 ψ
−
0 ,A

−
2 ψ
−
1 ,A

−
2 ψ̃
−
0 }. The kernel of the increasing operator B+ is spanned by the

first excited physical eigenstate Ψ1 of energy 2, and by four non-physical eigenstates of H̆ of eigen-

values −2, 4 (twice) and 6, ker (B+) = span {Ψ1,A−2 ψ
−
3 ,A

−
2 ψ
−
1 ,A

−
2 ψ̃
−
1 ,A

−
2 ψ
−
0 }. Here B− and A−

are related by the operator identity

H̆B− = (H̆ − 4)A− , (5.22)

and the relation between the increasing ladder operators B+ and A+ is given by Hermitian conju-
gation of (5.22). Note that in comparison with the first relation in (4.40) and relation (5.6) in the
examples of the REQHO systems with one separated energy level here the relation (5.22) contains
a Hamiltonian-dependent factor before the operator B−. Coherently with this, in the REQHO
system under consideration the lowering operator B− in comparison with A− annihilates only the
lowest state Ψ0 in the separated part of the spectrum. The raising operator B+ annihilates another
separated state Ψ1 in comparison with both separated states Ψ0 and Ψ1 annihilated by A+. This
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difference can be understood if we note that the polynomial in the first identity in (5.21) does not
have the root 2. Rewriting relation (5.22) in the equivalent form B−(H̆ − 2) = A−(H̆ − 6), we see
then that the annihilation of the state Ψ1 from the kernel of A− is provided by the factor (H̆−2) on
the left hand side of the identity. In the same way one can understand the difference in the kernels
of the raising operators B+ and A+ by looking at the roots of the polynomial in the second identity
in (5.21) and by taking into account the identity relation B+H̆ = A+(H̆ − 4) to be conjugate to
(5.22).

The same (up to a global shift) system H̆ given by the potential (5.8) can be produced by using
the higher-order (α)- and (β)-schemes,

(αn+2) = {ψ−0 , . . . , ψ
−
n−1, ψ

−
n+2, ψ

−
n+3} , (βn+2) = {ψ0, . . . , ψn−1, ψn+2, ψn+3} , (5.23)

n = 1, . . ., and by the two intermediate (γ)-schemes,

(γ3) = {ψ0, ψ
−
1 , ψ

−
2 } , (γ4) = {ψ0, ψ1, ψ

−
0 , ψ

−
1 } . (5.24)

The secondary, higher-order ladder operators can be generated here in the same way as for the
REQHO systems with one added gapped bound state. Here the relation

(A−)4 = C−(H̆ − 8)2(H̆ − 6)2(H̆ − 4)2(H̆ − 2)(H̆ − 10) . (5.25)

is analogous to the relations (4.48) and (5.5), and shows that the ladder operators C± can be
generated by the ladder operators A±.

6 REQHO systems of a general form and their ladder operators

We generalize now our analysis of the particular examples for the case of REQHO systems of a
general form, for which we construct the ladder operators and investigate their properties.

Each REQHO system can be generated by employing the appropriate DCKAT based on any of
the schemes from the two infinite families. The (α)-type schemes include only non-physical eigen-
states of the QHO chosen as the seed states. The (β)-type schemes involve only the corresponding
physical eigenstates of the QHO. Besides, there exists also a finite number of intermediate (γ)-type
schemes which simultaneously use the eigenstates of both types. Let us denote A−n+

and A+
n+

the
mutually conjugate intertwining operators constructed on the basis of the (α)-type scheme with a
minimal number n+ of seed non-physical eigenstates. They are differential operators of order n+.
Analogously, let us denote the intertwining operators constructed on the basis of the (β)-scheme
with a minimal number 2n− of seed physical eigenstates as B−2n− and B+

2n−
. By the construction we

have A−n+
ψ−js = 0 and B−2n−ψis = 0, where ψ−js are n+ non-physical eigenstates of the QHO which

are the seed states in the (αn+)-scheme, ψ−js ∈ (αn+), while ψis are 2n− physical eigenstates which
are used in the (β2n−)-scheme, ψis ∈ (β2n−). Such two minimal (αn+)- and (β2n−)-schemes are
complementary similarly to the schemes (α1) and (β2) in the case of the simplest REQHO system
we considered in detail above. The corresponding Wronskians in these two schemes have the form
Wn+ = exp (1

2x
2n+)φ(x) and W2n− = c exp (−x2n−)φ(x), where φ(x) is some nodeless polynomial

function, and c is some constant. We fix the additive constant shifts in the Hamiltonians H of the
QHO and H̆ of the REQHO in such a way that A−n+

H = H̆A−n+
and that the ground-state Ψ0 of

H̆ has zero energy, E0 = 0. Then the lowest state Ψn+ = A−n+
ψ0 in the equidistant infinite part of

the spectrum of H̆ will be characterized by the energy value

En+ = 2(n+ + 2n−) ≡ 2∆ (6.1)
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that also will be the energy of the ground-state ψ0 of the shifted QHO Hamiltonian H, Hψ0 =
En+ψ0. Then we have H = Hosc− 1 + 2∆. For the other basic lowering intertwining operator B−2n−
we have the relation

B−2n−H = (H̆ + 2∆)B−2n− . (6.2)

This means in particular that if ψ(x;E) is an eigenstate of H of energy E and if B−2n−ψ(x;E) 6= 0,

then this latter state will be eigenstate of H̆ of the eigenvalue (E − 2∆), H̆
(
B−2n−ψ(x;E)

)
=

(E − 2∆)B−2n−ψ(x;E).

In terms of the operators A±n+
and B±2n− we construct the three pairs of the basic ladder operators

A± = A−n+
a±A+

n+ , (6.3)

B± = B−2n−a
±B+

2n− , (6.4)

and
C− = B−2n−A

+
n+
, C+ = A−n+

B+
2n−

. (6.5)

The operators A± and B± are differential operators of orders 2n+ + 1 and 4n− + 1, respectively,
while the ladder operators C± are differential operators of order n+ + 2n−. These basic ladder
operators satisfy the relations

[H̆,A±] = ±2A± , [H̆,B±] = ±2B± , [H̆, C±] = ±2∆ C± . (6.6)

We also have the operator identities

A+A− = PA(H̆) , A−A+ = PA(H̆ + 2) , (6.7)

B+B− = PB(H̆) , B−B+ = PB(H̆ + 2) , (6.8)

and
C+C− = PC(H̆) , C−C+ = PC(H̆ + 2∆) , (6.9)

where

PA(H̆) = (H̆ − 2∆)PA(H̆ − 2)PA(H̆) , PB(H̆) = H̆PB(H̆ + 2∆− 2)PB(H̆ + 2∆) , (6.10)

PC(H̆) = PB(H̆)PA(H̆) . (6.11)

The polynomial PA of order n+ is defined here by PA(H̆) ≡ A−n+
A+
n+

= H̆
∏n+−1
i=1 (H̆−Ei), where Ei,

i = 1, . . . , n+−1 , are nonzero eigenvalues of the corresponding excited separated (gapped) physical
eigenstates Ψi of H̆. Together with zero energy E0 = 0 of the ground state Ψ0, the energy values of
the n+ gapped physical eigenstates of H̆ are the shifted by the constant 2∆ = 2(2n−+n+) energies of
the corresponding non-physical eigenstates ψ−js of H which appear as the seed states in the minimal

(αn+)-scheme. The permuted product of the intertwining operators gives here A+
n+

A−n+
= PA(H).

The polynomial PB of order 2n− is defined via the relation PB(H) ≡ B+
2n−

B−2n− =
∏2n−
j=1 (H −E−j ),

where by E−j we denote the shifted for the same constant 2∆ energies of the physical eigenstates
ψis of H which are present as the seed states in the minimal (β2n−)-scheme. For the permuted
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product of the intertwining operators we have B−2n−B
+
2n−

= PB(H̆ + 2∆). Let us also note here a
useful relation

PA(H̆)PB(H̆ + 2∆) =

2n−+n+−1∏
j=0

(H̆ − 2j) , (6.12)

that reflects the complementarity of the minimal (αn+)- and (β2n−)-schemes.

The operator A− annihilates all the n+ physical eigenstates Ψ0, . . . ,Ψn+−1 of the system H̆
whose energies lie below the infinite equidistant part of the spectrum and are separated from it by
some gap of 2n0 missing energy levels, n0 ≥ 1. Between these n+ separated energy levels there
can appear g, 0 ≤ g < n+, ‘internal’ gaps each one containing an even number of missing energy
levels. We name the g + 1 sets of energy levels in the lower separated part of the spectrum which
do not contain internal gaps as valence bands. If g > 0, we denote by 2n1, . . . , 2ng the number of
missing energy levels in the corresponding internal energy gaps assuming that the highest value g
of index i in ni corresponds here to the lowest energy gap in the spectrum. The total number of
the missing energy levels 2(n0 + . . . + ng) is equal to the number 2n− of the physical eigenstates
ψis which participate as the seed states in the minimal (β2n−)-scheme. In addition to the gapped
physical eigenstates Ψ0,. . . , Ψn+−1, the operator A− also annihilates the lowest state Ψn+ of energy
En+ = 2∆ in the infinite equidistant part of the spectrum due to the presence of the operator a−

in its structure. Besides, A− annihilates some n+ non-physical eigenstates of H̆. Note in particular
that

Ψ0 = A−n+
ψ̃−j+ = B−2n−ψ0 , Ψn+−1 = A−ψ̃−2n0

= B−2n−ψj+−2n0 , (6.13)

Ψn+ = A−n+
ψ0 = B−2n−ψ2n−+n+ . (6.14)

Here j+ = 2n− + n+ − 1 is the maximal value of the index js of the non-physical eigenstates
ψ−js ∈ ker (A−n+

) from the minimal (αn+)-scheme; it coincides with the maximal value of the index

is of the physical eigenstates ψis ∈ ker (B−2n−) from the minimal scheme (β2n−). The energy values

of the indicated 2n+ + 1 physical and non-physical eigenstates from the kernel of A− are the roots
of the polynomial PA(H̆) which appears in the first identity in (6.7). The kernel of A+ is spanned
by the n+ lowest separated physical eigenstates Ψ0,. . . , Ψn+−1, and by some n+ + 1 non-physical

eigenstates of H̆. The energy values of these eigenstates from ker (A+) correspond to the roots of
the polynomial PA(H̆ + 2) which appears in the second relation in (6.7).

The kernel of the ladder operator C− is spanned by n++2n− physical states, n+ of which, Ψ0,. . . ,
Ψn+−1, correspond to the lowest separated (gapped) energy values. The other 2n− eigenstates of

H̆ in the kernel of C− are the physical states A−n+
ψis in a lower part of the infinite equidistant

part of the spectrum, where ψis ∈ ker (B−2n−). The number of those ‘supplementary’ states in the

lower part of the equidistant spectrum which are not annihilated by C− and whose eigenvalues lie
below the highest energy value of a physical eigenstate from ker (C−) is equal to n+. The number
of the sequential lowest states at the very bottom of the equidistant infinite part of the spectrum
of H̆ which are not annihilated by C− is equal to the number of the physical states in the lowest
valence band of the separated part of the spectrum. The kernel of C+ will be spanned by some
n+ + 2n− non-physical eigenstates. The energies of the corresponding eigenstates from the kernels
of the ladder operators C− and C+ correspond to the roots of the polynomials in H̆ which appear
in the first and the second identities in (6.9).

The kernel of the ladder operator B− contains g + 1 physical eigenstates, each one lying at the
very bottom of each valence band. Besides, it also contains the physical eigenstate Ψn+ of energy
En+ = 2∆ which is the lowest state of the equidistant infinite part of the spectrum. In addition,

ker (B−) contains 2n− non-physical eigenstates of the form Ψnon
is
≡ B−ψ̃is , which correspond to the
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missing energy values in the gaps. Finally, it also involves 2n−− (g+ 1) non-physical eigenstates of

the form Ψ̃non
is

for all values of the index is except those g+1 values, each one of which corresponds
to a lowest eigenstate in each gap. The kernel of the increasing ladder operator B+ contains g + 1
physical eigenstates whose eigenvalues lie at the top of each valence band. It also involves 4n− − g
non-physical eigenstates from the gaps. Eigenvalues of the eigenstates from the kernels of the ladder
operators B− and B+ correspond to the roots of the polynomials which appear, respectively, in the
first and the second identities in (6.8).

The relations of the form (4.32) and (5.19) are valid for the basic intertwining operators of
the arbitrary REQHO system we consider here. Indeed, the operator B−2n− annihilates all the 2n−
physical eigenstates ψis of the QHO which participate as the seed states in the (β2n−)-scheme.
On the other hand, when B−2n− acts on the n+ ‘supplementary’ eigenstates in the lower part of the
spectrum of the QHO, it transforms these states into the separated lowest n+ physical eigenstates of
the REQHO system H̆ which constitute the kernel of the intertwining operator A+

n+
. In particular,

as we saw B−2n− maps the ground-state ψ0 of the shifted QHO, Hψ0 = 2∆ψ0, into the zero energy

ground-state Ψ0 of H̆, B−2n−ψ0 = Ψ0, H̆Ψ0 = 0. We conclude then that the composite operator

A+
n+

B−2n− annihilates all the 2n− + n+ eigenstates ψn of the QHO with n = 0, . . . , 2n− + n+ − 1.

But the same job is made by the lowering ladder operator (a−)2n−+n+ of the QHO. From here we
obtain the operator equalities

A+
n+

B−2n− = (−1)n+(a−)2n−+n+ , B+
2n−

A−n+
= (−1)n+(a+)2n−+n+ . (6.15)

The relations (6.15) reflect the complementary nature of the involved minimal (αn+)- and (β2n−)-
schemes. The identities (6.15) are employed to establish the operator identities in (6.9). They are
also essential for the analysis of the kernels of the basic ladder operators.

Similarly to the simplest case of the REQHO system, one can construct other pairs of secondary
ladder operators different from the described basic ladder operators A±, B± and C±. This can be
done effectively by introducing additional factors (a±)n inside the structure of these operators :
A±n ≡ A−n+

(a±)nA+
n+

, B±n ≡ B−2n−(a±)nB+
2n−

, n = 1, . . . , A±1 = A±, B±1 = B±, and C+
n+1 ≡

A−n+
(a+)nB+

2n−
, C−n+1 ≡ B−2n−(a−)nA+

n+
, where n = 0, . . ., C±1 = C±. One can also consider the

operators C−−n = B−2n−(a+)nA+
n+

, C+
−n = A−n+

(a−)nB+
2n−

with n = 1, . . . , 2n− + n+ − 1. In C±−n we
restrict the values of the index n from above having in mind the identity

C−−(2n−+n+) = (−1)n+ PA(H̆)PB(H̆ + 2∆) , (6.16)

see Eq. (6.12), and so, for n > 2n−+n+−1 these operators do not provide essentially new structures.
The secondary, higher-order ladder operators can also be obtained by taking the compositions of the
intertwining operators of the corresponding (α)-, (β)- and (γ)-schemes. They also are generated
via the composition of the basic ladder operators A±, B± and C±. In particular, the quadratic
compositions of A± and C± are given by (6.7), (6.9), and by the relations

(A+)2 = PA(H̆ − 2)A+
2 , (C+)2 = (−1)n+C+

2n−+n++1 , A+C− = (−1)n+(H̆ − 2∆)A−2n−+n+−1 ,
(6.17)

A+C+ = PA(H̆ − 2)C+
1 , A−C− = (−1)n+A−2n−+n++1 , A−C+ = PA(H̆ + 2) · C+

−1 , (6.18)

and by the relations conjugate to (6.17) and (6.18). The relation

(A−)2n−+n+ = (−1)n+

2n−+n+−1∏
l=0

PA(H̆ + 2l) · C− (6.19)
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shows that as in the considered particular cases of the REQHO systems, the ladder operators C±
can be generated by the operators A±. Also, the following operator identity is valid:

(A−)2n−+n+−1 = (−1)n+
1

H̆

2n−+n+−2∏
j=0

PA(H̆ + 2j) C−−1 . (6.20)

Here the operator multiplier before C−−1 is the polynomial of order n+(2n−+n+− 1)− 1 in H̆ since

the j = 0 term PA(H̆) in the product is equal to the factor H̆ which cancels the multiplier 1
H̆

before

the product symbol. We also have the identity which relates the operators A− and B−,

(H̆ − 2∆ + 2)PA(H̆ + 2)B− = (H̆ + 2)PB(H̆ + 2∆)A− . (6.21)

The analogous identity for A+ and B+ is obtained from (6.21) by Hermitian conjugation. In
particular cases of the three REQHO systems considered in the previous two sections, relation
(6.21) reduces to the first relation in (4.40) and to the identities (5.6) and (5.22).

In conclusion of this section, let us show that the trinity (A±,B±, C±) of the pairs of the lowering
and raising ladder operators allows us to generate an arbitrary physical eigenstate from the ground
state Ψ0, and as a consequence, any two physical eigenstates can be related by the appropriate
consecutive action of the basic ladder operators from the trinity. First, from the described properties
of the operators and commutation relations (6.6) it follows that in the equidistant infinite part of
the spectrum any two eigenstates can be related by the ladder operators A± and B± in the same
way as the ladder operators a± relate the states in the QHO system. The only difference will appear
in the numerical coefficients which have to be included into the composition of the indicated basic
operators when we work with the normalized eigenstates. If a valence band contains more than one
eigenstate, different states in this band can be connected by application to them of the appropriate
degrees of the lowering and raising operators B− and B+. Note that within the valence band with
ni states these operators satisfy the identity (B±)ni = 0. Recall also that the lowest state Ψn+ in
the equidistant infinite part of the spectrum is related with the ground state by the action of the
ladder operators C±: Ψ0 = C−Ψn+ and Ψn+ = C+Ψ0. In the same way one can relate any state
Ψn of energy 0 < En < 2∆ with 0 < n ≤ n+ − 1 from the separated part of the spectrum with the
corresponding state Ψn++n of energy En + 2∆ from the equidistant infinite part of the spectrum.
Then, if a REQHO system contains more than one valence band, the ground state Ψ0 from the
lowest valence band can be related to some state Ψl with eigenvalue El from some higher valence
band, for instance, by the following composition of the ladder operators: Ψl = C−(A+)rlC+Ψ0,
Ψ0 = C−(A−)rlC+Ψl, where rl = El/2. This shows finally that the ladder operators from the
trinity are the spectrum-generating operators for the REQHO system of a general form.

The described properties of the REQHO systems of a general form are illustrated by Figure 1.

7 Summary and outlook

In conclusion, we summarize the obtained results and indicate some interesting problems for further
investigation.

The REQHO system of a general form is characterized by n+ ≥ 1 low-lying energy levels which
are separated from the higher equidistant infinite part of the spectrum by some gap of an even
number 2n0 ≥ 2 of missing levels. Between separated energy levels there can be additional gaps
of an even number of missing levels in each such a gap. As a result, in the lower part of the
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Figure 1: Example of the REQHO system with two gaps and four separated states organized into
two valence bands of one and three states. The system is generated by the DCKATs based on
the complementary schemes (α4) = {ψ−2 , ψ

−
5 , ψ

−
6 , ψ

−
7 } and (β4) = {ψ3, ψ4, ψ6, ψ7}. The following

action of the ladder operators is shown: Ψ15 = A+Ψ14, Ψ10 = A−Ψ11, Ψ5 = B+Ψ4, Ψ0 = B−Ψ1,
Ψ3 = C−Ψ9, Ψ6 = C+Ψ2, where A± = A−4 a±A

+
4 , B± = B−4 a±B

+
4 , C− = B−4 A

+
4 , C+ = A−4 B

+
4 . On

the right, eight encircled states belong to the kernel of C− and their energies correspond to the
energies of the seed states from the complementary (α4)- and (β4)- schemes. If the equidistant part
of the spectrum of the REQHO system is moved down for the distance 2∆ = 2(n+ + 2n−) = 16,
that corresponds to the difference between energies of the lowest state Ψ4 in the equidistant part
of the spectrum and the ground state Ψ0, the encircled energy levels in the equidistant part of the
spectrum take exactly a position of missing energy levels in the low, separated part of the spectrum.
This refelects a complementarity of the minimal (α4)- and (β4)- schemes, according to which we

have Ψ0 = A−4 ψ̃
−
7 = B−4 ψ0, Ψ1 = A−4 ψ̃

−
6 = B−4 ψ1, Ψ2 = A−4 ψ̃

−
5 = B−4 ψ2, Ψ3 = A−4 ψ̃

−
2 = B−4 ψ5,

Ψ4+n = A−4 ψn = B−4 ψ8+n, n = 0, 1, . . . .
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spectrum there appears a total number 2n− ≥ 2n0 of missing levels, and the separated part of the
spectrum is organized into (g + 1) ≥ 1 ‘valence bands’. Such a peculiar structure of the spectrum
of the REQHO system characterized by the three integer numbers (n+, 2n−, g + 1) is detected
and reflected by the trinity (A±,B±, C±) of the pairs of the lowering and raising ladder operators.
Any raising or lowering ladder operator from the trinity when acts on a physical eigenstate either
transforms it into another physical eigenstate with the changed value of energy, or annihilates it.

The separated states are detected by A− and A+ that are differential operators of order 2n++1.
Each one of these two operators annihilates all the n+ states Ψ0,. . . , Ψn+−1 in the valence bands.
The operator A− annihilates in addition the lowest state Ψn+ in the equidistant infinite part of the
spectrum. In this aspect the lowering ladder operator A− has properties very similar to those of the
Lax-Novikov integral in reflectionless systems we discussed in Section 1. Besides, the operators A−
and A+ annihilate some n+ and n+ + 1 non-physical eigenstates, respectively. Due to the relation
[H̆,A±] = ±2A±, the A± act in the equidistant infinite part of the spectrum as the spectrum-
generating operators like the ladder operators a± in the QHO system. Namely, they transform
physical eigenstates Ψj with j ≥ n+ into the states Ψj±1 by shifting the energy values in ±2, and
A−Ψn+ = 0. It is also worth to note here that the quadratic in the ladder operators A± relations in
(6.7) are analogous to the Burchnall-Chaundy polynomial identity [15, 18, 53] that relates the Lax-
Novikov integral with the corresponding Hamiltonian of a reflectionless (or a finite-gap) system,
and underlies the modern theory of integrable systems [54].

The ladder operators B± are differential operators of order 4n−+1, and each of them effectively
counts the number g + 1 of the valence bands and measures the size of each valence band. This is
done as follows. The lowering operator B− annihilates each physical eigenstate which lies at the
very bottom of each valence band, whereas the raising operator B+ annihilates each state at the
very top of each valence band. So, if a valence band contains only one state, this state is annihilated
by both B− and B+, and in such a one-dimensional valence band the action of B± is similar to that
of A±. However, if we have a valence band with more than one state, the operators B+ and B−,
unlike A±, act in such a band as the raising and lowering operators, [H̆,B±] = ±2B±, which satisfy
there the relations (B±)ni = 0, where ni is the number of states in the band. Like A−, the operator
B− annihilates the lowest state Ψn+ in the equidistant infinite part of the spectrum. The kernels
of B− and B+ also include some 4n− − g − 1 and 4n− − g non-physical eigenstates, respectively.
Similarly to A±, in the equidistant infinite part of the spectrum the operators B± also act as the
spectrum-generating operators.

Under the action of the ladder operators A± and B± the n+ states from the valence bands
turn out to be completely disconnected from the physical states in the equidistant infinite part
of the spectrum. Both parts of the spectrum are connected by means of the third pair of the
mutually conjugate ladder operators C+ and C−, that are differential operators of order n+ + 2n−.
The kernel of the lowering operator C− is spanned by physical eigenstates, n+ of which correspond
to all the n+ eigenstates from the valence bands. The rest 2n− states from ker (C−) are some
eigenstates with energy levels lying in the low part of the equidistant infinite part of the spectrum.
The positions of those 2n− energy levels correspond to the missing energy levels in the gaps moved
up for the distance 2∆ = 2n+ + 4n− ≥ 6 which is exactly equal to the distance between the
energy levels of the ground state Ψ0 and the lowest state Ψn+ in the equidistant infinite part of
the spectrum. The kernel of C+ is spanned by some non-physical eigenstates only. Due to the
relation [H̆, C±] = ±2∆ C±, the operators C+ and C− act as the raising and lowering operators
changing the energy for ±2∆. All the states from the valence bands are obtained by application of
the lowering operator C− to those low-lying states with energies 2∆ ≤ E < 4∆ in the equidistant
infinite part of the spectrum which are not annihilated by it. In particular, the lowest state Ψn+

with energy En+ = 2∆ in the equidistant infinite part of the spectrum is transformed by C− into
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the ground-state Ψ0 of zero energy. The state Ψn+ , in turn, can be obtained from Ψ0 by action
of the raising operator C+, and is also generated from the state Ψn++∆ of energy En++∆ = 4∆
by applying to the latter the lowering operator C−. As a consequence of the described properties,
any two states in the spectrum of a REQHO system can be related by an appropriate consecutive
action of the basic ladder operators from the trinity. In particular, arbitrary excited state from any
valence band or from the equidistant infinite part of the spectrum can be obtained from the ground
state Ψ0. This means that the basic ladder operators from the trinity are the spectrum-generating
operators of the REQHO system.

The energies of all the physical and non-physical eigenstates of the kernels of the lowering
operators A−, B− and C− are the roots of the corresponding polynomials in H̆ which appear on
the right hand side in the first relations from equations (6.7), (6.8) and (6.9), respectively. The
eigenvalues of the physical and non-physical eigenstates from the kernels of the conjugate operators
A+, B+ and C+ are the roots of the corresponding polynomials which appear in the second operator
identity relations in the same equations. The basic ladder operators A− and B− satisfy the two-
term identity relation (6.21) which is linear in both of these operators but involve the coefficients
that are certain polynomials in the Hamiltonian H̆. The presence of such polynomial coefficients
reflects a difference in action of these operators on the states in a separated part of the spectrum.
The operators A− and C− are related by the operator identity of the form (6.19). Proceeding
from these relations, one can obtain the identity that relates the operators B− and C−, and by
conjugation one can find the identities that relate the raising operators of the trinity.

The operators A± are constructed as the ladder operators a± of the QHO dressed by means
of the Darboux-Crum-Krein-Adler intertwining operators A−n+

and A+
n+

constructed on the basis
of the minimal set of n+ non-physical eigenstates of the QHO which are used as the seed states
in the corresponding DCKAT based on the (αn+)-scheme, see Eq. (6.3). The operators B± are
constructed in the same way with the help of the intertwining operators B−2n− and B+

2n−
obtained on

the basis of the minimal set of the 2n− physical eigenstates which are employed as the seed states in
the DCKAT in the corresponding (β2n−)-scheme, see Eq. (6.4). The operators C± can be obtained
as the composition (6.5) of the corresponding intertwining operators from both indicated schemes
of the DCKATs. The minimal schemes (αn+) and (β2n−) are complementary, what is reflected in
particular by the relations (6.12) and (6.15). The secondary, higher-order ladder operators can be
constructed in analogous way by dressing the higher-order ladder operators (a±)n of the QHO, or
by the composition of the appropriate intertwining operators from the non-minimal (αn++n) and
(β2n−+n) schemes, or by employing the intertwining operators from the corresponding intermediate
(γ)-type schemes which use both physical and non-physical eigenstates of the QHO as the seeds
states of the corresponding DCKATs. The secondary ladder operators can also be generated via
the appropriate composition of the basic (primary) ladder operators A±, B± and C±.

It seems to be interesting to investigate the quantum mechanical systems related to the excep-
tional Laguerre and Jacobi orthogonal polynomials in the light of the results on the ladder operators
obtained here. The results of such an investigation will be presented elsewhere.

The ladder operators B± have a nature of the polynomially deformed bosonic creation and
annihilation operators in the equidistant infinite part of the spectrum. On the other hand, these
operators act trivially on the one-state valence bands whose singleton states are annihilated by both
the lowering B− and the raising B+ operators. The same operators reveal the properties of the
deformed fermionic creation and annihilation operators in the valence bands consisting from two
states. They have the properties of the deformed para-fermion creation and annihilation operators
of order n > 2 in those valence bands which contain n > 2 eigenstates of H̆. The interesting
question is then if there exist some concrete physical systems which would reveal the spectrum
of the REQHO systems. If so, it seems that the trinity of the ladder operators should play a
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fundamental role in the physics associated with such systems. In the same direction the interesting
question is whether the quantum mechanical REQHO systems and the structures associated with
them can be generalized somehow for the case of the quantum fields.

In [46], the family of the REQHO systems with two separated states generated by non-physical
seed states ψ−m1

and ψ−m2
, m2 −m1 ≡ ` = 1 + 2r, r = 0, 1, . . ., m1 = 2k, k = 1, . . ., was considered.

For such class of the systems, there the lowering, c, and increasing, c†, ladder operators of the
differential order 2 + ` were constructed by employing auxiliary systems some of which are singular
and have a nature similar to that of the isotonic oscillator (4.23). In the simplest case m1 = 2 and
m2 = 3 such a system corresponds to the REQHO system (5.8) we considered in Section 5. Like our
fifth order ladder operator B−, the third order ladder operator c from [46] annihilates the ground
state Ψ0 and the lowest state Ψ2 in the infinite equidistant part of the spectrum. The increasing
operator c† like our B+ annihilates the excited state Ψ1 in the separated two-state lower part of the
spectrum. In the systems with ` > 1, however, the kernel of the increasing operator c† still includes
only one physical state which is, again, the separated state Ψ1, while our B+ operator annihilates
both separated states Ψ0 and Ψ1. In addition to the separated ground state Ψ0 and the lowest
state Ψ2 in the equidistant part of the spectrum, the kernel of the lowering operator c in this case
includes also the `− 1 excited states Ψ3, . . . ,Ψ2+` in the equidistant part of the spectrum. In this
aspect, the lowering operator c from [46] has some similarity with our operator C−. But our ladder
operator C− is of differential order 2m1 +2r and its kernel includes some 2m1 +2r−2 excited states
in the equidistant part of the spectrum together with both separated states Ψ0 and Ψ1. Thus, in
the case of ` > 1 the nature of the operators c and c† in the sense of the physical states which they
annihilate is different from the nature of any of our lowering and increasing ladder operators A−,
A+, B−, B+ and C−, C+. It would be interesting to investigate whether the analogs of the ladder
operators c and c† from [46] can be constructed for REQHO systems containing more than two
states in the lower separated part of the spectrum, and what is the exact relation of such ladder
operators with our trinity (A±, B±, C±) of the ladder operators.
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